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TIP7-007 front sight			
TIP7-011 sight set screw		
TIP7-008 rear sight			
TIP7-014 front scope screw		
TIP7-030 front scope block		
TIP7-005 barrel			
TIP7-031 rear scope block		
TIP7-042 rolling block plate		
TIP7-034 firing pin			
TIP7-038 rolling block 		

TIP7-035 firing pin extension		
TIP7-021 dowel pin			
TIP7-033 rolling block axle		
TIP7-041 hammer			
TIP7-032 hammer axle		
TIP7-001 reciever			
TIP7-017 stock mounting screw
TIP7-006 butt plate			
TIP7-009 butt plate screw		
TIP7-003 rear stock			
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TIP7-019 hammer spring screw
TIP7-025 hammer spring		
TIP7-020 hammer hold down screw
TIP7-036 trigger spring plate		
TIP7-026 trigger spring		
TIP7-016 receiver screws		
TIP7-021 dowel pin
TIP7-040 trigger
TIP7-002 tang
TIP7-021 dowel pin

TIP7-039 keeper
TIP7-027 keeper spring
TIP7-016 keeper screws
TIP7-037 extractor
TIP7-010 front grip screw
TIP7-004 front grip

TO LOAD THE FIREARM:

1. Pull the hammer all the way back and then pull the breech block rotating it to
the rear. (PHOTO 1)
2. Always keep the muzzle of your gun pointed in a safe direction, even when
you are sure the gun is not loaded. Never point the gun at something you are
not going to shoot. To load the gun, point the barrel toward the ground at 30
degree angle, after making sure the barrel is clear of any kind of obstruction
and that the muzzle end does not touch the ground, insert the cartridge into
the chamber. (PHOTO 2)
3. Make sure that the cartridge is completely up against the extractor and
rotate the breech block forward so that it pushes the cartridge into the chamber.
(PHOTO 2 & 3)
4. Always keep your gun pointed in a safe direction. Make sure the breech block
is rotated fully closed. At this point, the gun is in the firing position. (PHOTO 3)
5. Your gun has a “HALF COCK” safety device. NEVER TOTALLY RELY ON
ANY SAFETY DEVICE. A safety device, like any mechanical device, could
sometimes fail or it may be worn or inadvertently manipulated into an unsafe
condition.
ALWAYS TREAT YOUR RIFLE AS IF IT IS LOADED AND READY TO FIRE. The
“HALF COCK” or “SAFETY” position is obtained as follows - pull the hammer back
slightly, just enough to take the tension off of it. Pull the trigger and lower the hammer
until it is about 1/10 of an inch from the firing pin (PHOTO 4)
Next, release the trigger and pull the hammer back slowly until you hear it click into
the half cock notch. Gradually release the tension on the hammer, ensuring that it is
held securely in the half cock notch (PHOTO 5) Try this operation with an unloaded
gun until you are familiar with the movement.
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FIRING:

CAUTION: Make sure that you have read and are thoroughly familiar with all
safety instructions before firing.
• Always wear proper ear and eye protection when shooting. Encourage others
around you to wear eye and ear protection as well. Repeated exposure to the
noise of gun firing can cause hearing loss.
• Always wear protective shooting glasses to protect your eyes from gun powder,
gas, dirt, metallic particles, carbon residue, sparks or other debris.

To fire

• Be sure you are familiar with the “safety” instructions
• Keep gun pointing in a safe direction.
• Always use extreme care with a misfire or failure to fire. Keep the gun pointed
in a safe direction and wait one full minute. This is because if hangfire or slow
ignition has occurred, the round will still fire. If the round fails to fire after waiting,
eject the round and examine the primer. Immediately refer to a good gunsmith if
you notice the firing pin indent on the primer is light, off center, or does not exist.
6. You can now point your gun at the intended target.
Only when you are sure that you are pointing at your target and that nobody is
anywhere near the target, behind it or anywhere next to you, you can cock your
hammer to the full cock position. During this operation, make sure that you don’t
touch the trigger in anyway. Only when you are absolutely certain that you are
going to shoot, you can pull the trigger.

UNLOADING:

CAUTION: Make sure that you have read and thoroughly familiar with all safety
instructions before unloading.
CAUTION: Immediately after use and before cleaning, unload your gun.

TO UNLOAD THE FIREARM:

7. To remove a cartridge from your rifle, make sure you are keeping your muzzle
pointing in a safe direction. Pull the hammer into full cock, rotate the breech
block forward. The cartridge will extract but not be fully ejected and you will have
to remove it manually.
• Keep gun pointing in a safe direction, keep fingers off trigger and always keep
hands and face away from muzzle and ejection port.
CAUTION: Look into the chamber and barrel to ensure they are clear of debris
and other obstructions.

STORAGE

CAUTION: Always store your gun unloaded and separate from ammunition,
each in its own lock compartment or container out of children’s reach or site.
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